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Introduction
Europe PMC has been indexing 
preprint abstracts, using a 
metadata feed from Crossref, 
since 2018. There are over 525k 
preprints in Europe PMC from 
over 24 preprint servers.

In July 2020 Europe PMC started 
indexing full text COVID-19 
preprints, supported by 
Wellcome, The Medical 
Research Council and the Swiss 
National Science Foundation. 
And in 2022 full text preprints 
supported by Europe PMC 
funders have been indexed.



Preprints in Europe PMC
Preprints in Europe 
PMC link to the 
published, journal 
version and other 
versions of the preprint 
where possible. 



Links from preprints to review materials
Preprints in Europe PMC are also linked to peer review materials in preprint peer review 
platforms. This include reviews, recommendations and commentary from Outbreak Science 
Rapid PREreview, Peer Community In, PreLights and other platforms such as Review 
Commons, available via Sciety. 

As preprint peer review platforms and practices evolve, aggregated peer review ‘events’ are 
now available in a standardised format called DocMaps, via services like Sciety and Review 
Commons.

https://docmaps.knowledgefutures.org/


Research goals
Our research goal was to inform how to integrate open peer review information into Europe 
PMC from peer review services like Sciety or Review Commons. We wanted to understand:

• Users’ experiences of preprints and open peer review
• Users’ attitudes to seeing peer review events
• Where do users expect to find open peer review information on article pages?
• What peer review information is useful/valuable?
• How should we display peer review information? 
• How should we handle reviews in relation to preprint versions? 
• Is providing a link to read peer review on external sites sufficient? 
• Do users want to see / filter preprints with peer reviews when scanning search results?



Methodology
A prototype was created using real peer review data for preprints in Europe PMC from 
Sciety.
Participants were recruited via Slack groups and mailing lists. Remote research interviews 
were scheduled via Zoom and lasted 45-60 minutes. Sessions were recorded with the 
consent of participants.
The interviews had three parts:
1. Some opening interview questions about the participant’s experience of preprints and 

open peer review.
2. A usability test using a prototype where peer review ‘events’ from DocMaps for real 

preprints in Europe PMC were shown on preprint pages.
3. Closing questions.



Participants
Participant ref. Role Location

P01 Managing an open peer review platform United States

P02 Open science officer at a research institute United Kingdom

P03 Program Officer at a Funder United States

P04 Public health veterinarian Nigeria

P05 Postdoc researcher in immunology United Kingdom

P06 Neuroscience researcher Israel / United States

P07 Project manager for a professional society Netherlands

P08 Public and Environmental Health researcher and lecturer Nigeria

P09 Researcher / PI in University Hospital Pathology Department Germany



Where participants look for preprints
bioRxiv was the most frequently 
used website used to find 
preprints by participants.

None of the participants reported 
using Europe PMC to find 
preprints. 

One participant found out about 
Europe PMC because he 
received an email about his 
Covid-19 preprint and had been 
using Europe PMC ever since to 
find literature.



Experiences of pre-printing and peer review

6 out of 9 participants had posted a preprint themselves. 

4 out of 9 participants had received reviews for their preprints and found it a positive process, 
except one comment on Twitter which was felt not to be constructive. 

3 participants had reviewed a preprint publicly and all 3 were happy for their reviews to be 
attributed to them. 



Feedback on the prototype
Participants were shown a prototype with the following screens:
1. Search results - with reviewed preprint label
2. Preprint page - preprint has been published in a journal
3. Preprint page - peer review section cards option
4. Preprint page - peer review section timeline option
5. Preprint page - preprint not yet published
6. Preprint page - peer review section with SciScore
7. Preprint page - peer review section with eLife reviews



The majority of participants understood that 
this label meant the preprint had been 
reviewed and peer reviews were available. 

Some participants found the label a bit 
ambiguous. One participants didn’t know if 
‘reviewed preprint’ means it is reviewed by 
a journal or the community. Another 
participant thought it might infer that the 
preprint has been revised based on the 
review.

One participant wanted to see the number 
of reviews.

Some participants felt separate labels 
might help e.g. ‘preprint’ and ‘peer reviews 
available’

One participant was confused by the 
‘reviews’ filter on the left and assumed that 
it would filter the search by peer reviews.
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1. Search results - with reviewed preprint label



Participants understood that they were 
looking at a preprint article page and 
noticed the notification saying a journal 
article was available.

One participant did not know what PPR 
was but assumed it was similar to a 
DOI

Not all participants found the ‘Reviews’ 
link quickly but some would scroll down 
(and then find it). Some were distracted 
by the ‘Annotations’ link. It was not 
always clear that ‘Reviews’ led to peer 
reviews of the preprint.

One participant wanted to see the link 
to open peer reviews in the orange 
notification box with the link to the 
journal article
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One participant wasn’t clear what stage 
this preprint was at.

i

Would that be the final version? Is it still 
undergoing the review process? (P04)

2. Preprint page - preprint has been published in a journal



All participants understood that these 
were peer reviews of the preprint.

Several participants felt that the order 
of items on this page should be 
reversed. They wanted to see the 
reviews before the author response. 

Participants liked seeing the logos of 
the platforms and found this page 
visually appealing.

Some participants wanted to see the 
links from each platform grouped and 
found it strange that the ASAPbio 
review and author response were 
separated.

One participant felt that there were too 
many links and that all the links could 
be collapsed into one link to save time 
for the user

It wasn’t clear to some participants if 
these were journal or community 
reviews. And one felt ‘expert sources’ 
needed more explanation.

I found it a bit strange to have the 
response before I had the 
comments. (P09)

Well it’s ok but I would have 
preferred it the other way round. 
The other way round in the sense 
that all the reviewers’ comments 
will be together in one link and 
the author’s response to the 
reviewers’ comments should now 
follow suit. (P08)
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It would have been better if all the 
dates could be on the same side 
so you can view them at a glance 
(P04)

3. Preprint page - peer review section cards option



Most participants preferred this 
‘timeline’ view of the information 
because the dates were easy to see 
and there was a sense these items 
were connected together. 

Several participants found this less 
visually appealing and missed the logos 
of the providers, but thought it was 
‘functional’.

I immediately see that what 
is on top is the latest author 
response, and if I go down I 
have the history of what 
happened (P09)

One thing I would like is if 
they were, if you were 
able to link up with 
versions, subsequent 
versions at each point. 
That would be quite 
useful, because what 
you'd miss here is, you 
might have a change 
between the response 
here and here in the 
pre-print. (P05)

Three participants wanted to know if 
the reviews had resulted in the author 
updating the preprint, and posting a 
new version.
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One participant stressed that they 
wanted to see the names of the 
reviewers for credibility and felt that the 
process should always be open.
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One participant felt that the connections 
implied a link between the author 
response and the review and wasn’t 
sure that was the case.
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4. Preprint page - peer review section timeline option



The majority of participants understood 
that this label meant the preprint had 
been reviewed and peer reviews were 
available. 

✓

Some participants were not sure that 
these two links went to the same place.

i

Oh this actually makes me want to go 
here directly. Will I get the same 
result? Ok I think this actually gives a 
better description than the previous 
one. (P04)

One participant didn’t feel that a 
warning triangle was necessary here.
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5. Preprint page - preprint not yet published



Most participants did not understand 
what the ‘SciScore’ was. When it was 
explained or shown to them, most felt it 
didn’t belong next to reviews.

One participant wanted to see the 
score straight away, like the Altmetric 
badge

I thought maybe something that relates to 
some kind of ranking of something. But I 
have no idea for what. (P06)

I don't think it should be in the review section, 
because it's not, It's not a recommendation or a 
commentary either…it should have like a little 
badge or something with it, so you can really tell it's 
not been done by a person, and it's just some kind 
of..it's almost a tick box exercise. (P05)
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6. Preprint page - peer review section with SciScore



One participant was suspicious about 
the process because the dates for all 
reviews and the assessment were the 
same.
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One participant stressed that they 
wanted to see the names of the 
reviewers for credibility and felt that the 
process should always be open.
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7. Preprint page - peer review section with eLife reviews



What participants liked
• Participants liked the fact that Europe PMC is making this information available and easy 

to discover
• They thoughts the information was mostly clear
• They liked the timeline with clear dates and linked peer review events
• They liked provider logos which clearly indicate where reviews are from



What participants didn’t like
• Participants didn’t like ambiguous labels which needed to be clearer
• Sometimes there was repetition of information and participants felt the provider 

name/logo could be shown once, rather than repeated



Future design considerations
• Consider merging the two ‘views’ of peer review events:

• to group review events from one provider under one logo to minimise repetition; and 
• to show a nested timeline of events.

• Use consistent and unambiguous terminology such as ‘open peer review’ rather than just 
‘reviews’ on article pages.

• Reviews versions should be clearly linked, so that readers can see if a review resulted in 
a revision of the preprint by the author in the timeline. 

• Indicate if reviews are from a journal or community source.
• Don’t show automated ‘scores’ alongside reviews.



Thank you
Thank you to all the participants who kindly gave up their time to participate in this study.

If you would like to discuss this research further, please contact:

Michele Ide-Smith
Service Coordinator, Europe PMC
michelei@ebi.ac.uk

mailto:michelei@ebi.ac.uk
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